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Merritt Pre-Winter Stakeholder  
Meeting Minutes 

October 21, 2015 
Attendees: 

Gary Zecchel – VSA Harry Kuchark – WPTA  Mike Davidson – AEL 

Jay Shumaker – VSA Bob Alexandruk – MOTI Bryan Cressock – AEL 

Paul Harwood – MOTI Sam Pantaleo – MOTI Justin Jepson – MOTI 

Amy Poll – BC Ambulance Nic Moretto – Mario’s Towing Kevin Campbell – RSTBC  

Al Quiring – Quiring Towing Don Steiger – Mario’s Towing Trent Folk – MOTI  

Rick Wagner – BC MOE Stuart Hoover – Mario’s Towing Janet Moore – VSA 

Donalda Ritchie – MOTI  Keith Epp – Epp & Sons Trucking Keith Rauch – VSA  

Kurt Rosenberg – FVTS RCMP Larry Hall – WPTA Richard Enns – VSA 

Bob Grant – VSA Scott Bird – Jamie Davis Towing Mike Pears – RCMP 

Ken Barr – VSA Richard Umpherville – VSA  Bob Gilowski – VSA  

Brian McFadyen – VSA    

 

Meeting Commencement – Blair Barr  
 The meeting started with a round table introduction of guests. 

 
Continual Improvement – Blair Barr  
 
Equipment Update 

 Late last year VSA purchased 5 new tandem trucks; this year VSA purchased 6 new tandem CAT 
trucks and 5 new single axle trucks. 

 This totals 16 new trucks in the last year and a half.  A significant investment by VSA’s owner 
with only 4 years left to go in this contract. 

 VSA purchased 3 new slip in tanks with spray bars; one for each Merritt, Coldwater and Elkhart. 
 The CAT’s are all automatic 6 speeds, 450 hp and all equipped to pull tow plows.   
 All CAT’s have Viking U Boxes and have a 1,500 litre pre-wet system. 
 The single axles will have a front plow, underbody and tenco box.  These trucks will service side 

roads as well as work in Lytton and Logan Lake. 
 Both Logan Lake and Lytton have Epoke units that are plow trucks equipped with the capacity 

to dispense both liquid and sand/salt.  The unit can also pre-wet sand/salt. 
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Manpower Update 
 VSA will continue with the same shift schedules as the past couple of years.  All shifts are now 

filled. 
 This year, VSA hired 11 new Operators for the 5 yards.  This equates to about 10% turnover. 
 The quality of applicants this year is excellent and 70% of new hires have snow plowing 

experience. 
 

Materials Update 
 All forecasts indicate another El Nino winter. 
 With a mild winter the challenge will be the freeze/thaw cycle; especially in a service area 

that has both low and high elevation areas. 
 VSA has been using an aggressive liquid program to deal with these specific weather 

challenges. 
 Last year VSA used 4.5 million litres of liquid (3.5m litres brine; 1m litres of beet juice) vs. 

previous year’s average of 1.7 million litres.  
 VSA is expanding brine making and liquid storage facilities at the Coldwater Yard. 
 VSA noted that liquids are not the “be all end all”, but it is certainly a powerful tool; 

timing is everything.  It is somewhat of an art and VSA is always watching and adjusting as 
needed. 

 
Round Table Discussion 
 
1. Brine is less corrosive than other chlorides used on roads.  The NW Snowfighters Report on 

Corrosion states: 
 

Liquid Level of Corrosiveness 
Salt Brine                  1.0 
Calcium Chloride                  3.0 
Magnesium Chloride                  1.7 
Organics (Beet Juice)                  0.7 

 
VSA is also using much less abrasive on the roads, significantly cutting down on smashed 
windshields and vehicle damage due to aggregate on the road.  VSA uses liquid to pre-wet the 
abrasive on the road; this helps it stick to the road and cut into the compact snow so it lasts 
longer.  MOTI studies concluded that beet juice does not attract wildlife.  Corridors in Service Area 
#14 are well fenced and there has been no increase in wildlife accidents since Beet 55 became an 
approved product by the MOTI. 

 
2. Discussion around safety of workers on the Highway.  No one from RCMP, Ambulance, 

Maintenance Workers, Tow Truck Operators and Flaggers feel safe working on the Highways. 
There is no respect for “Slow Down, Move Over”.  Signs and cones are being plowed over.  You 
must be aware of your surroundings at all times while working on the roadways.  Watch your back 
and each others. 

 
Comment that the Police presence is not what it used to be on the Highways due to budget 
constraints.  A police cruiser in a work zone can be very effective.  VSA finds speed reader boards 
effective as well. 
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More consistency is needed for long term projects on the roads.  The signs are left up when there 
is no work being done.  Signs must be turned or covered up when work has wrapped up for the 
day.  Report all traffic control infractions that you see. 
 
We are very lucky to have AEL here as they provide excellent flagging services to VSA and other 
agencies.  We are all partners on the road and have to watch out for one another. 

 
3. VSA’s Emergency Response Plan – Management attends all serious incidents ie: multi-vehicle 

accidents, fatal accidents etc.  There was excellent coordination with all agencies during the last 
bus crash.  In the winter VSA has patrols out 24/7.  It will take 45 mins to one hour to get flaggers 
in place.  VSA will bring in extra resources when necessary.   

 
4. MOTI is involved in a pilot program that will see Variable Speed Signs from Mine Creek to south of 

the Snow Shed.  This technology has been tested extensively in North America and proven to work.  
Sensors will identify traction, speeds and temperatures, the sensors then register what the 
highway speed should be and change the speed limit signs automatically.  There will be a few 
months of testing before it becomes fully functional. 

 
5. A few in the room had a chance to review the draft of the new Traffic Control Manual.  Please note 

all of your suggestions and submit them to the MOTI. 
 

6. Rick Wagner spoke about reporting spills to the “Spill Reporting Line”.  Accurate reporting is the 
key and it is best to get the report from someone who is on site.  Ask for a call back if it is after 
hours and you would like to speak to someone directly.   

 
7. FVTS (Fraser Valley Traffic Services) would like to continue to keep the lines of communication 

open with the MOTI with regards to opening the highway after a closure.  If the MOTI are provided 
with an accurate estimation and timeline, there should be no pressure to open the highway 
prematurely.  

 
MOTI would like to get the name and contact number of the RCMP Member at the scene so 
contact can be made directly.  Central Dispatch should be able to provide this information as long 
as there is a member on site. 

 
8. A BCTA bulletin was sent out showing that “tire socks” were approved for use in BC.  There are 

pro’s and con’s to the sock.  One drawback is the sock does not take to spinning and therefore 
would not work on Snowshed Hill and this is cause for concern.  Donalda will get in touch with 
Glenn Taylor (CVSE) and get back to the group with his comments. 

 
9. After chaining up at Zopkios southbound, there is no safe place to take chains off.  Truckers would 

like to see flaggers in the slow lane to protect truckers that are chaining off down below.  Sam and 
Donalda from the MOTI will discuss. 

 
Box Canyon update:  90% of the design is complete; trying to get funding ($20 million project). 
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10. When letting traffic go after a long highway closure, it is a good idea to let the first 30 – 40 vehicles 
go.  Wait a few minutes and let another 30 – 40 vehicles go.  VSA has done this in the past with 
much success. 

11. In the past there were meetings in Kamloops with the MOTI, VSA and the Truckers.  A lot of good 
discussion came from these meetings as well as a focus on tire chains and mountain driver 
certification.  Donalda will touch base with Glenn Taylor for an update. 

 
12. A lot of the reputable trucking companies are tracking their truck movements and restricting truck 

speeds.  This can actually put the drivers at risk of being rear ended as they are travelling slower 
and creating dangerous situations. 

 
13. Richard Enns, VSA Senior Road Foreman, noted that VSA does everything to minimize the need for 

chain up.  The majority of truckers follow the rules and have no problems.  All it takes is one truck 
to go up the hill without chains, spin out and block the entire highway.  Please spread the word to 
follow the rules, even if they don’t make sense to you.   

 
14. Sam Pantaleo, MOTI Area Manager, was happy to report that Phase 1 has entirely new signage 

from Exit 286 – 202, southbound and northbound – this will make it safer for the traveling public. 
 

15. Paul Harwood, Senior Avalanche Tech, talked about the nature of avalanche closures.  Please check 
Drive BC before traveling; there may be planned blasting.  Paul will give as much notice as possible. 

 
16. Donalda, Operations Manager, MOTI, noted there are new webcams at Aspen Grove/97C, Stump 

Lake, Comstock and Mine Creek southbound.  Also of note is the substantial amount of paving that 
was done in Service Area #14; 97D – Junction at Logan Lake and 2 large sections between Hope 
and Merritt.   

 
17. Jay, VSA Road Superintendent, is having success with portable speed reader boards that mount to 

the pick up trucks.  They weigh about 4 lbs each and “quick clip” onto any truck outfitted with 
mounts.  They run about $3,100.00 and are effective at slowing traffic down in work zones. 

 
18. Al Quiring feels that there can be some “thinning” of trucks before they get to the chain up area at 

Box Canyon.  It would be a huge benefit if the trucks were stopped and checked for proper chain 
up equipment before they plug up the already full chain up area.  Do not let them go if they don’t 
have tow hooks, don’t have proper chains, don’t want to chain up or just want to sleep.   

 
Note: Larry said that three years ago he and Glenn Taylor came up with a solution of putting 
“Winter Ready” windshield decals on trucks that were certified to be carrying the right equipment.  
These decals were produced and put in the scales for use, but never got implemented.  Donalda 
will talk to Glenn to see what happened with the Winter Ready decals. 

 

Blair thanked all guests for attending and for their valuable feedback. 
 
Meeting Adjourned:  12:15pm 


